Year 3 Home Learning Week 3 Day 1
Friday 22nd January 2021

Times Tables & Spelling
20 minutes on your times table grid- sheet 2, 3 or 4. Write down your time, can you get quicker?
Spellings: Test your spellings for this week.
New Spellings for next week to begin learning listed below. Read through the PowerPoint, complete word
search and then begin practising new words. Look up the definition (meaning) of each word in a dictionary
if you have one or use the internet.

English
WALT: Answer comprehension questions.
Have a go at the comprehension questions listed below. These are to check you have understood a text you
have read. Make sure you write your answers using full sentences. An example of this is given below.
1). Where is the tiger from?
The tiger is from the ‘grassslands of India’.
2). Find and copy the phrase that tells you that the tiger likes hunting.
________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
3). Find a word or phrase that tells us that the cubs like young buffalo
________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
4). How is the text organised? Circle one option from below.
Fact boxes

As a story

Questions and

Paragraphs

Answers
5). Find and copy two adjectives that the tiger uses to describe her cubs
________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
6). What does the tiger think the cub’s father is up to?
________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
7). What does the tiger tell us about Poachers?
________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
8). The last few questions (apart from the very last one) tell us about: (Circle one)
What a tiger eats

Where a tiger lives

Tiger cubs

Some dangers to tigers.

9). Can you summarise how this tiger feels about humans?
________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
10). What was the purpose of this text? (circle one)
Tell a funny story

Tell us all about tigers

Tell us about monkeys

Hunting tips

New Spellings for Week 4. Quiz on Friday 29th Jan
Mrs Collins’ Group

house
too
made
called
off

Miss Baker’s
Group

Mrs
by
I’m
here
make
Magic Spell: Common Exception Words

Practise spelling these common exception words:

P.E
Choose an activity:
Youtube:
Joe Wicks
Mr Motivator (more gentle than Joe!)
Cosmic Kids (Yoga)

Outside
A walk, jog, game in the park with family bubble.

